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Summary. It is proposed that the maintenance of stable doublemode pulsation involves a resonant interaction between the two
excited modes. This hypothesis yields a simple explanation of
the narrow range of period ratio (PI/PO) observed in both the
double-mode Cepheids and' the double-mode AI Velorum
stars. The resonance idea is consistent with the under-massive
models previously invoked to match the double-mode Cepheids,
but seems to rule out normal Population I masses for the AI
Velorum stars. It is argued that observational evidence regarding the pulsations of the AI Vel objects does not at present
preclude the latter result.
Key words: double-mode Cepheids resonance phenomena
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1. Introduction

The study of stars which execute stable pulsations simultaneously in more than one mode has been an interesting but
perplexing one. Such stars have attracted special attention,
since the presence of more than one well-determined period
provides an expanded field for investigation. In recent years
numerous studies have been made involving the period ratios of
these objects. This work, as well as other investigations both
observational and theoretical in nature, has been described in
recent review articles (Cox and Cox, 1976; Fitch, 1.976;
Petersen, 1976). In the present study, we shall confine ourselves
to those cases in which the excited frequencies appear to be the
two lowest normal modes.
A search of the astronomical literature reveals 20 stars
known to have two stable pulsational periods which may
reasonably be identified - and have been identified by numerous
authors - as corresponding to the fundamental and firstovertone radial modes. These objects consist of the 11 stars
listed by Stobie (1977), 8 of the stars given in Table 3 of Fitch
and Szeidl (1976) (SX Phe, AE UMa, RV Ari, BP Peg, AI Vel,
V703 Sco, VX Hya and AC And) and the variable AQ Leo
(Jerzykiewicz and Wenzel, 1977). Five of the objects from Fitch
and Szeidl have been omitted for various reasons: CY Aqr,
44 Tau and 4 CVn because the authors themselves considered
Send offprint requests to: N. R. Simon, Department of Physics,
University of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE 68588, USA

the period identifications as doubtful; 21 Mon, because two
stable periods could not be confirmed (Fitch, 1976); and V439
Oph based on the remarks of Stobie (1977).
In the above list, two objects, AC And and AQ Leo, stand
out as anomalous, since their fundamental periods seem to
indicate that they are RR Lyrae stars. In addition, AC And
appears to be the only confirmed case of a star with three stable
periods (in this regard, TU Cas must be considered doubtful,
since the very weak third period found by Faulkner, 1977b,
could nQt be confirmed by Cox et al., 1978). If one removes AC
And and AQ Leo, then the remaining 18 stars divide very
precisely into two groups - the 11 double-mode Cepheids
(2.139 < Po(days) < 6.293; 0.697 < PI/PO < 0.711) listed by
Stobie (1977), and the 7 AI Velorum stars, or dwarf Cepheids
(0.0550 < Po(days) < 0.223; 0.768 < PI/PO < 0.778), from
Fitch and Szeidl (1976).
Among the many interesting problems connected with these
two groups of variables, one of the most intriguing is the
question of why, over a large range of fundamental periods, the
phenomenon of stable double-mode pulsation seems to be
confined to two quite narrow ranges of period ratio - PI/PO ~
0.70 for the double mode Cepheids, and PI/PO ~ 0.77 for the
AI Velorum stars. It is well known that over a considerable
portion of the instability strip, reasonable models are found to
be linearly unstable to both the fundamental and first-overtone
radial modes. This being so, the problem of modal selection is
of necessity shifted to the nonlinear regime, and has been
studied as such, particularly by Stellingwerf (1975a,b; 1976).
Employing a theory which detects certain nonlinear limit cycles
and then linearly tests their stability, Stellingwerf (1975b)
demarcated a region of stable double-mode pulsation among the
cooler models ( < 5850 OK) whose linear periods roughly match
those of the double-mode Cepheids. However, other investigators have failed to reproduce this result (Hodson and Cox,
1976). While the Stellingwerf analysis was vindicated in one
particular case by a nonlinear initial-value integration which
showed the predicted double-mode behavior (Stellingwerf,
1975a), this model was shallow enough in mass to be. open to
some question. With regard to the AI Velorum regime, Stellingwerf (1976) has reported considerable difficulty with his nonlinear models, and even offered a rather pessimistic prognosis'
for the near future.
In this situation, it becomes useful to treat the double-mode
phenomenon from different points of view. Since modal selection occurs in the transition between the linear and nonlinear
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regimes, pertinent information can perhaps be extracted by
examining this transition more closely. In this regard, what one
finds is that, as the nonlinear regime is entered, the linear
amplitudes are corrected most importantly by the first harmonics of the unstable modes and by the lowest-order interaction terms, if more than one mode is linearly unstable.
Furthermore, these terms (for the case of two unstable modes
with frequencies Wo and WI, there are four such terms: 2w o,
2w1 , WI + Wo and WI - wo) seem to remain the most important
of the nonlinear corrections as limiting amplitude is reached.
These intuitively reasonable assertions are borne out both by
the iterative theory of nonlinear pulsations (Simon, 1972) and
by decompositions of the light curves of observed variables.
For the simple case of single-mode, adiabatic pulsations in
polytropes, it was shown by Simon and Sastri (1972) that resonance effects playa crucial role in determining the second-order
amplitudes. Later, Simon (1976, 1977) demonstrated that
similar effects occur in nonadiabatic Cepheid models and that
the bumps on Cepheid velocity curves may be at least crudely
understood as due to the influence of the resonance P 2 /PO =
0.50 on the form of the second-order correction.
When the fundamental and first overtone· are both excited
the problem is complicated by the presence in second order of
the interaction terms WI + Wo and WI - woo In this regard, it is
interesting to note that decompositions of observed light curves
have invariably assigned an important role (Faulkner, 1977a,b),
if not the leading role (Fitch, 1966; Fitch and Szeidl, 1976;
Jerzykiewicz and Wenzel, 1977; Simon, 1978), to the former of
these terms (i.e., WI + wo) among the corrections of second
order. Adding to this the finding that resonance effects do seem
to mediate the bump Cepheids (Simon and Schmidt, 1976),
along with the idea that the narrowness in period ratio of the
double-moqe regimes perhaps suggests an abrupt physical
phenomenon like a resonance, we shall now advance the
hypothesis that stable double mode behavior is determined by
resonance effects involving the second-order interaction frequency WI + woo In the sections which follow we shall test this
hypothesis as best we can, and, in following where it leads,
attempt to deduce some new information regarding the
phenomenon of double-mode pulsation.
2. The Period Spectrum of Pulsating Stars
In this section we shall express period ratios in terms of an
empirical asymptotic formula given by Simon and Sastri (1972):
b +i
P;=b+l

PI

(1)

For the case of polytropes, it was shown by the above
authors that b = (1/2)22n/3 (where n is the polytropic index), and
that Eq. (1) converges very rapidly for models of high central
condensation. Since models in the instability strip also show
this structural property, it might be expected that a formula of
the above type would also converge well for them. A handful of
tests bore out this expectation, showing convergence to within a
few percent for even the lowest overtones.
Let us then attempt to use Eq. (1) to make an approximate
exploratory study of the period structure of instability strip
models. Defining the period ratio
.
. PI
b
a:=-=-Po
b+1

we have

b

= _a:_

(2)

I-a:

and
PI
b
Po = b + j = j

a:

+ a:(1

-

(3)

jf

Let P1+0 indicate the period corresponding to the interaction frequency WI + woo It may be written
(4)

The condition of resonance is then expressed by equating the
righthand sides of Eqs. (3) and (4), which yields
j -

1

(5)

a:=,.
We may thus expect a resonance between ·PI
higher normal modes for

+0

and one of the

PI
1 2 3 4
a: = Po = 2' 3' 4' 5'· .. , etc.

(6)

.While one cannot hope that condition (6) will apply exactly
to detailed models, it will soon be seen that the resonances
a: .... 2/3 and a: .... 3/4 do correspond roughly to models which
fall inside the instability strip. Furthermore, we shall suggest
shortly that it is the former of these which mediates the doublemode Cepheids and the latter the double-mode AI Velorum

stars.
Before clo.sing this discussion, however, we wish to point out
another interesting property of Eq. (1). To do this, let us
consider the ratio
PI-I
a:
Po = a:(2 - j ) +j - l'

where the rhs was obtained using Eqs. (1) and (2). Inserting the
resonance condition, P1+0 = PI [Eq. (5)], we find: PI-I/PO =
1/2. Similarly, it is easy to show that PI+1/PI = 1/2 for P1+0 =
PI. Thus, we see that, according to Eq. (1), when the interaction
period is resonant with a higher normal mode, both of the
interacting periods (i.e., PI and Po) will also be individually
resonant. In the sections which follow, we shall see this behavior, as well, reproduced in real models.

3. The Double-mode Cepheids

As is well known, the stars comprising this group all show
period ratios PI/PO in the range 0.697 to 0.711. Models for these
stars have been constructed by many investigators (see Petersen
1978 and references therein) who have found that either
anomalous masses (e.g., Petersen, 1978) or anomalous surface
compositions (Cox et al., 1978) are required to match both the
observed period ratios PI/PO and the observed fundamental
periods.
In the present work, we have also constructed a large grid of
models and calculated their adiabatic periods. The physics is as
described in Simon and Schmidt (1976) except that the analytic
formula of Stellingwerf (1975a,b) has been employed for the
opacities. The models constructed cover a large range, in mass
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(0.90 < M/MIJ) < 7.0) as well as in radius (8.4 < R/Re < 75) for stable double mode pulsation in the double-mode Cepheid
and fundamental period (0.98 < Po(days) < 10). The chemical regime, and the reason that the double-mode Cepheids always
composition was almost always X = 0.70, Z = 0.02, but a few show values of PI/PO in the above range is merely that it is in
models with other compositions showed little change in period this domain that the condition da = 0 happens to occur.
ratios, in agreement with the results of Peterson (1978) for the
We would now like to point out another feature (aIready
" favorable" lower halves of his period ratio vs. period plots. anticipated above) which emerges from our analysis of period
The values we obtain for PI/PO vs. Po at various masses are in ratios for the models within the envelope in Fig. 1. This is the
rough agreement with those of Petersen (1978) (but see Sect. 4 fact that those models whose interaction frequency was
for discussion of a small systematic difference) and those of resonant (i.e. the models for which d3 = 0) also exhibited two
other authors (e.g., Cox and Cox, 1976; Stobie, 1977).
other near resonances, individually involving the excited modes,
However, what interests us at present is the interaction in that their period ratios always fell within the following
frequency WI + Wo and its corresponding period Pl+ o• Let us ranges: 0.51 < Pg/Po < 0.53 and 0.476 < PJP1 < 0.488. What
proceed by defining the normalized distance dl of the interaction role, if any, these additional resonances might play in the
period PI + 0 from that of one of the higher normal modes PI, as . maintenance of double-mode pulsations is a question that must
follows:
be left to the future.
Before closing this section we will raise against our own
d _ Pl+ O - PI
hypothesis
the reasonable argument that what we are seeing
1P1 + 0 •
here is merely a coincidence made practically unavoidable by
Figure 1 shows a plot of d3 vs. PI/PO for the models de- the fact that, if one considers enough modes, near resonances of
scribed above (filled circles). The oblique lines have been drawn the type described above will be found wherever one cares to
in by eye as a rough envelope of the plotted points, while the look for them. Let us answer this objection as follows. For any
vertical lines make off the domain of the double-mode Cepheids reasonable models falling in the instability strip, only two
in PI/PO' A dotted horizontal line indicates the resonance resonances of the form dl "" 0 are possible - these are j = 3 and
j = 4. This may be seen, for example, from Eq. (6). The
center, d3 = O.
One notes from Fig. 1, the near triple intersection at two resonance dg = 0 would require PI/PO "" .0.5, while d5 = 0
points, of the vertical, the oblique, and the dotted horizontal would correspond to PI/PO "" 0.8. As a practical matter, models
lines. That is, for the wide range of models calculated, the with such period ratios fall outside the normal instability strip,
resonance condition d3 = 0 always occurs somewhere within onthe long-period and short-period sides, respectively. We have
the range of period ratio 0.695 < PI/PO < 0.715. The tentative already shown that the case j = 3 implies PI/PO"" 0.70 and
interpretation that we shall make of this result is the following: may be interpreted as applying to the double-mode Cepheids.
the state of approximate resonance between the interaction In turning to j = 4, we will find ourselves in the domain of the
period Pl+ Oand the third overtone P 3 is a necessary condition AI Velorum stars.

4. The AI Velorum Stars
007
005
d3

003
001
-001
-003
-0.05
-0Q7
-009

-all
-0.13
0.68

0.72

070

P, fPo

Fig. 1. d3 = (Pl+ O - P 3 )/Pl+ Dvs. PI/PO for models with fundamental periods between 1 and 10 d (filled circles). Oblique
lines indicate envelope for these points, drawn by hand. Vertical
lines mark off domain of double-mode Cepheids in Pi/Po.
Dotted horizontal line indicates resonance· center

The seven double-mode AI Velorum stars all fall within the
range 0.768 < PI/PO < 0.778, a span which would be even
narrower (0.768-0.773) if not for the case of SX Phe. The
question of the masses of these objects is a controversial one.
Baglin et al. (1973) and, more recently, Breger (1976; 1977a,b)
have compared the AI Velorum stars to the larger-amplitude
8-Scuti stars and concluded that there is no demonstrable
difference (except perhaps in a few specific cases, e.g. SX Phe)
between the two classes. In this case the·AI Velorum stars are
high mass ("" 2 MIJ) objects in a state of normal post-main
sequence evolution. However, other authors, on the basis of
period ratios, have arrived at low masses ( "" 0.5 MIJ), or even as
low as 0.2 MIJ) for the double-mode AI Vel pulsators (petersen
and Jorgensen, 1972; Dziembowski and KozlowSki, 1974),
although more recent work has emphasized the uncertainty of
assigning masses on the basis of period ratios alone (Fitch and
Szeidl, 1976; Stellingwerf, 1976; Petersen, 1976, 1978).
For the present work we have built models of both the high
and low mass varieties. The masses involved are 0.2, '0.4, 0.6,
1.0 and 2.0 MIJ), with a range of chemical compositions. The
physics is as described above for the Cepheid models. Results
for these calculations are given in Figs. 2-6, each figure describing one of the masses mentioned above. The quantity d4 =
(Pl+ O - PJ/Pl+ Ois plotted on the ordinates. On the left-hand
side of each figure, the abscissa is PI/PO, and on the right-hand
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PI/PO. Vertical lines on right show fundamental periods of
individual stars as indicated. Horizon lines set off the region
- 0.005 ~ d4 ~ 0.005. Filled circles: X = 0.695, Z = 0.005;
open circles: X = 0.699, Z = 0.001; x : X = 0.799, Z = 0.001

side, log Po. Vertical lines on the left-hand sides mark off the
range in PI/PO of the double-mode AI Vel stars, while the
vertical lines on the right indicate the positions in log Po of
individual stars. In each figure, two horizontal lines have been
drawn in at d4 = - 0.005 and + 0.005. These values were
selected arbitrarily and serve merely to demarcate some region
around the resonance center, and as an aid to the eye in associating the corresponding models from the left and right sides of
the figures.
To begin with, let us consider in detail the results for
M = 0.4 M 0, given in Fig. 3. From the left side of the figure one
notes that, depending on composition, models falling close to
the resonance center (d4 = 0) have values of PI/PO roughly in
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the range 0.762-0.772. The high end of this range, which,
neglecting SX Phe, corresponds to the observed period ratios, is
occupied by models which have both low He (Y = 0.2) and low
metals (Z = 0.001). On the right side of Fig. 3, the models near
the resonance center are seen to have a range of fundamental
periods, with the low Y-Iow Z models (preferred by period
ratio) falling in between the period of AI Vel - BP Peg and
V703 Sco.
Figures 2 and 4 show very similar behavior. For the latter
case (M = 0.6 M 0 ) models near the resonance center show
0.768 < PI/PO < 0.773 and fundamental periods between those
of V703 Sco and VX Hya. For M = 0.2 M 0 , the range in PI/PO
·is about the same, with fundamental periods between those of
SX Phe and AE UMa. We note that the trend of the models is
such that to match SX PIle, one would need a mass somewhat
less than 0.2 M0 and an extremely He poor-metal poor composition. Since such models are out of the range of the Stellingwerf opacity formula, they were not calculated.
We now turn to models of 1 M0 (Fig. 5). From the left-hand
side of the figure we see the beginning of a new trend (as compared with Figs. 2-4), in that the band of models begins to
broaden, particularly at the base. In fact, at a given composition
there now appears the tendency of d4 to become double-valued.
This is the same effect which appears as the turnover of the
higher mass models in Fig. 2 of Petersen (1978). While models
falling near the resonance still have period ratios PI/PO in the
required range, the corresponding fundamental periods are now
large enough so as to possibly coincide with only the longest
period star among those considered, i.e., VX Hya.
For M = 2 M0 (Fig. 6), the case is even worse. Models
appearing near the resonance center tend to have fundamental
periods significantly longer than that of VX Hya. While many
models fall in the proper ranges of PI/PO and log Po (thus
confirming the result of Petersen (1978) that th~ PI/Pp-Iog Po
diagram allows both low and high masses for the AI Vel
double-mode pulsators), these models are all far from the
resonance d4 = O. Somewhat of an exception. are the three
models marked by " x " in Fig. 6. These were calculated with
the computer code of Boury et al. (1975) and employed a
splined version of the Cox-Stewart (1970) tabular opacities.
One notices that these models fall to the left of the others on the
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d4-P1 /PO diagram, and significantly higher on the d4-log Po from ~0.2 Me for SX Phe to ~ 1 Me for VX Hya. We note
diagram. These circumstances bring the fundamental periods from Fig. 6 that if one accepts the resonance hypothesis, normal
into the observed range, but at the sacrifice of making PI/PO too Population I masses are all but excluded for the majority of
these objects. For while changes in composition or opacity
small.
Suspecting that the above effects are due to opacity, we serve to move the models considerably on the d4-P1 /PO and
calculated a final model, denoted by "® ", using the ~oury et al. d4-log Po diagrams, the movements are contradictory in the
code and parameters identical to one of the " x" models, but sense that changes which tend to put models nearer to resonance
employing the Stellingwerf formula for the opacity. It may be . on the d4-log Po diagram move them away from resonance on
seen that this model falls among the others calculated with the the d4-P1 /PO diagram, and vice versa. Thus while it remains
Stellingwerf formula. In fact it may be noted that at given possible that some combination of opacity and composition
log Po the Cox-Stewart models have smaller PI/PO than do the might be found which would satisfy the resonance hypothesis
Stellingwerf models. In comparing our results for PI/PO vs. at ~ Me for the longest period stars, only changes far more
log Po with those of Petersen (1978), we again find the same drastic than any encountered here would suffice to allow high
effect, i.e., our models show higher values of PI/PO. Presumably masses for the rest of the stars. We conclude that the resonance
hypothesis is in direct disagreement with the idea of a normal
this is once more due to opacity.
We note that period ratios for all of the resonant models Population I nature for most, if not all, of the double-mode AI
(d4 = 0) fell in the ranges: 0.51 < Pa/Po < 0.52 and 0.484 <
Velorum stars.
P 5 /P1 < 0.489. Thus the structural peculiarity of approximate
triple resonance, predicted in Sect. 2, is again confirmed for
5. On Arguments Favoring High-Mass AI Vel Stars
detailed models.
Table 1 summarizes the results of Figs. 2-6 in terms of
resonance masses for the seven double-mode AI Velorum stars. Given the above result, it now becomes necessary to examine
The masses are estimated from the figures by requiring that at a the arguments that have recently accumulated favoring a highgiven observed fundamental period, an appropriate model will mass nature for most of the AI Velorum stars. The case is
have both PI/PO ,.., 0.77 and d4 ,.., O. The estimated masses run perhaps made in its most comprehensive form by Breger (1976),
d4
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Table 1. Estimated Resonance Masses for the Double-Mode
AI Velorum stars
Name of star
SX Phe&
AEUMa
RV Ari
BPPeg
AlVeI
V703 Sco
VXHya

10gPu
-1.26
-1.07
-1.03
-0.96
-0.95
-0.84
-0.65

·145

p
(days

Resonance mass (Me;)
;:5 0.2
-0.3
-0.3
0.3-0.4
0.3-0.4
0.4-0.6
;:51

& Requires very low Z and/or Y
who argues that no demonstrable differences exist between the
class consisting of most of the AI Velorum stars and that of the
"large amplitude" (Av ~ 0.05) 8-Scuti stars. To begin with,
Breger compares the period distributions of the two classes, and
concludes that they are the same. However, the period distribution of the 8-Scuti class depends strongly on the amplitude
cut-off, which appears to be completely arbitrary. In fact, as
Breger has shown, if no cut-off is used, the 8-Scuti distribution
skews toward short periods and no longer matches that of the
AI Velorum stars.
A more forceful argument concerns the period-gravity
(P-g) diagram. For this case, the 8-Scuti class is restricted to
"cool" stars (T. < 7800 OK) on the argument that most AI
Velorum stars show temperatures below this cut-off. As a
practical matter this tends to screen out the 8-Scuti overtone
pulsators which are generally hotter, according to Breger and
Bregman (1975). The argument can then be made that if the AI
Velorum stars are indeed of low mass, they ought to show
systematically lower gravities than do the 8-Scuti stars, which
are presumed to have masses ..., 2 Me;). This reasoning is possible
as a result of the fact, confirmed by many investigators, that a
very narrow range of fundamental mode Q-values governs all
reasonable models in the regime in question.
Figure 7 reproduces the observed points plotted on the P-g
diagram of Breger (1976). The open (closed) circles represent
cool 8-Scuti stars with amplitudes below (above) the arbitrary
cut-off of 0.05. The triangles are AI Velorum stars. Crosshatching indicates the region occupied by high-mass models
(1.5 < M/Me;) < 2.5) with Q-values in the theoretically determined range, 0.030 < Qu < 0.035. The solid line below this
region corresponds, for comparison, to M = 0.2 Me;), Qu =
0.0325. The points marked with x 's represent the low-mass
models given in Table 1 of the present work.
It is sobering to realize that under the high-mass hypothesis,
virtually all of the observed points ought to lie in the crosshatched strip. While the random observational error in log g of
± 0.15 quoted by Breger (1976) could conceivably result in the
observed spread, the corrections one would need to put the
observed points back in the high-mass strip certainly look
systematic - a log g > 0 for a large fraction of the 8-Scuti
stars, a log g < 0 for 5 of the 8 AI Velorum stars suspected to
have high masses. The latter tendency is in agreement with the
work of Jones (1973, 1975) who also found gravities that imply
overly massive AI Velorum objects.
Of course, one might argue that the stars lying below the
crosshatch are really overtone pulsators [a thesis advanced by

.02
4.2

4.0

38

36

3.4

12
Iogg

Fig. 7. Period-gravity diagram following Breger (1976). Filled
circles: 8-Scuti stars with Av ~ 0.05; open circles: 8-Scuti stars
with Av < 0.05; triangles: AI Velorum stars. Crosshatching
indicates region defined by 1.5 ;:;! M / Me;) ;:;! 2.5, 0.030 ;:;! Qu ;:;!
0.035. Lower solid line is locus for M = 0.20 Me;), Qu = 0.0325.
x: double-mode AI Velorum stars according to resonance
hypothesis (see Table 1)

Jones (1975), but criticized by Breger (1976)], which would take
care of the objects with anomalously low gravities. 1 At the same
time, the somewhat too high gravities of the AI Velorum stars
could be explained (Breger, 1976) by systematic errors in determining log g due to large pulsation amplitudes,an idea which
we will return to later. The point which we wish to make here is
that, in addition to large random errors in the determination of
log g, systematic errors of unknown size may well exist, both as
a function of amplitude and temperature, a circumstance that
greatly weakens, if not disallows, the argument the AI Velorum
stars are high-mass on the basis of group comparisons in the
P-g diagram.
Given the dubious nature of such group comparisons, we
are in agreement with the thrust of recent work by Breger which
seeks to carefully examine individual stars. The determination
of masses in this manner is greatly aided by the previouslymentioned fact that the fundamental Q-value for the shortperiod pulsators in question is very well determined theoretically. This means that an accurate measurement of surface
gravity directly yields the mass. Three such determinations of
gravity have already been made: for AD CMi (Breger, 1975),
log g ~ 3.94; for VX Hya (Breger, 1977a), log g ~ 3.47 and
for AI Vel (Breger, 1977b), log g ~ 3.98. The latter two of these
objects are among the double-mode AI Velorum pulsators.
VX Hya is represented, according to the resonance theory, by
the uppermost " x" in Fig. 7. This point already lies s~ close
to the crosshatched area that the gravity determined by Breger
1
Recently, Breger (Private communication) has suggested
that 8-Scuti periods may be routinely underestimated due to the
presence in the pulsation of more than one mode. Revised P-g
diagrams which take this into account seem to show less scatter
of points away from the high-mass strip.
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is probably consistent with either a normal Population I mass log g = 4. Here again, it is·not clear how much the result would
(> 1.5 M 0 ) or a "low" resonance mass « 1 M 0 ).
change if these mean values turned out to be substantially in
The case is far different for AI Velorumitself. If the gravity error for AD CMi.
given above is accUrate, even within the large general random
error of ± 0.15 quoted ,by Breger (1976), AI Vel cannot have a
mass ~0.35 M0 as required by the resonance theory. The same 6. Discussion
th4tg is true for AD CMi (although a mass for this single-mode
star cannot be directly determined by the resonance hypothesis): Up to now, we have discussed the question of the AI Velorum
a low mass is incompatible with the high gravity determined by stars strictly from viewpoint of pulsation theory. On the basis of
Breger. These individual·results are consistent with the general the resonance hypothesis we have concluded that these objects
tenor of the data in Fig. 7: the x 's lie so far from the triangles have a low mass-log g structure, and have argued that this result
that the resonance hypothesis cannot be correct unless most of is not precluded by other pulsational mass determinations,
the gravities determined by Breger are systematically excessive which seem to be subject to large observational uncertainties,
by amounts of the order 6. log g = 0.3 to 0.4.
particularly in the measurement of surface gravity. However,
While it is far outside the scope of this investigation to the principal reasons for the present popularity of the high
discuss in detail the problems involved in measuring surface mass-high g interpretation for the AI Velorum stars has to do
gravity, it does seem permissible to point out that discrepancies with measurements of their element abundances and space
among the results of various investigators seem to be rather motions. Most of these objects seem to have "normal" metal
common. Jones (1973) found an extremely poor correlation of abundances and small space velocities (Breger, 1976). It is thus
his system with the gravities determined by others for the consistent with present ideas about stellar and galactic evolution
short-period variables. A comparison of the results reported by to assign to these stars a Population I character, including a
Bessell (1969a,b) with those of Breger and Bregman (1975) and mass .... 2 Me.
Breger (1977b) presents a very confusing picture. Of four stars
In a recent study of theoretical models, Petersen (1978)
observed in common, two (8 Scu and 8 Del) demonstrated sub- found that models of Population I composition (X = 0.70,
stantial agreement between the different techniques, while in Z = 0.02), for both high and low masses, gave period ratios in
the other two cases (p Pup and AI Vel) discrepancies appeared the range 0.75 < PI/PO < 0.76, too low to explain the doubleof the order 6. log g = 0.4 to 0.5! In fact, we may note that the mode AI Velorum stars. In the present investigation, however,
gravities determined by Bessell (1969b) for AI Vel and SX Phe models of this composition in the resonance region show period
agree with those given by the resonance hypothesis to within ratios upward of 0.76, reaching close to 0.768, the lower limit of
the quoted observational errors.
the observed range (see, e.g., Fig. 3). As noted in an earlier
Apart from the surface gravities, the mean effective tem- section, this difference appears to be attributable to opacity. In
peratures reported by Bessell (1969a, b) seem to be systematically general, we have found that different versions of Los Alamos
lower than those determined by Breger and Bregman (1975) and type opacities tend to produce differences in PI/PO of about the
Breger (1977b). For the case of AD CMi, Breger (1975) points same size as those caused by alterations in composition. Thus,
out that a range of 550 OK separates the mean effective tem- it seems permissible to assert that, within the physical uncerperatures determined by different investigators. Unfortunately, tainties in the models, the approximate masses given in Table 1
when one looks at the various discrepancies, no clear pattern will be valid for any reasonable composition (including Populaseems to emerge. While Breger (1976) has suggested that the tion I), except perhaps for the case of SX Phe, which is in any
measurement of static gravities may be thrown off by the event thought to have a metal-poor composition (Jones, 1973).
presence of large pulsation amplitudes, this problem does not
Thus we see that, from the point of view of pulsation theory,
appear to have been investigated in any detail. Nor do there abundance measurements are probably not capable of disseem to exist any generally accepted criteria for judging among criminating between high- and low-mass models for the AI
discrepant observational results. Given this situation, it does Velorum stars. Clearly this is also true of space motions. While
not seem unrealistic to maintain that masses of short-period we are quick to acknowledge that the existence of a class of low
variables determined by measurements of surface gravity are at mass-low g pulsators with Population I compositions and small
space velocities would pose considerable problems for present
least arguable.
At this point it is relevant to bring up yet another technique theories of stellar and galactic evolution, we do not believe that
for mass identification, this one proceeding through determina- this is a sufficient reason for rejecting such models. Traditionally,
tion of the radius via the Wesselink method. Employing this pulsation theory has played an important role as an indepenmeans, Breger (1975) was able to infer a radius for AD CMi dent check on the theories of stellar and galactic evolution, and,
. of 3 R0 and thereby a mass of .... 2.9 M 0 • Breger states that a in our opinion, this role should continue. Furthermore, it ought
radius of .... 1.2 ~ would be appropriate for a low-mass AD to be pointed out that, at present, serious potential conflicts
CMi, but this estimate depends on the value of log g. If one between pulsation theory and the theory of stellar evolution
instead follows the suggestion of Fitch (1976) and imposes the . appear to exist over practically the entire range of the instability
theoretically mandated Q-value, one sees that a mass .... 0.5 M0 strip - from the short period 8-Scuti-AI Velorum region, to the
implies a radius about 2/3 as large as that found by Breger. domain of the double-mode Cepheids with periods between 2
It is not clear whether or not such a value is in the range and 6 days, to the 6 to 18-day "bump" Cepheids. [One might
allowed by uncertainties in his analysis. However, an additional even add the RR Lyrae stars, whose hypothesized evolutionary
problem may exist in that the preferred temperature indicator, histories seem to be less than completely satisfactory (Rood,
b - y, was subject to a gravity correction which in tum was 1973).]
While pulsation theory is able to reason from the observed
calculated according to a model atmosphere with T = 7500 OK,
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characteristics of a star's oscillations to its internal structure, it
can say nothing about the object's evolutionary history. Thus
two stars which, according to the resonance hypothesis, ought
to have similar internal structures (e.g., low mass-low g) could
nonetheless have evolved in totally different manners. This may
well be the case with AI Vel and SX Phe. While the presence of
at least three different kinds of object among the short-period
pulsators (i.e., high mass-high g, Population I; low mass-low g,
Population I; low mass-low g, Population II) complicates
matters considerably, it should be noted that the region of the
instability strip in question is extremely complex already (e.g.
Baglin, 1976). However desirable it seems to group together
most of the stars in this region in a single, presumably wellunderstood, evolutionary category (i.e., high mass-high g,
Population I), it may just be that nature has not arranged
things this way. New syntheses could well emerge with further
study.
We will close by returning briefly to the resonance hypothesis. While this method of determining interior structure is
strictly applicable only to the double-mode pulsators, larger
classes are clearly indicated, composed of those stars of the
same structure which will enter the resonance band in the future,
and those which have already done so in the past. If the resonance idea is correct it establishes the AI Velorum stars as lowmass, and may also be used as a means of evaluating the
anomalous-composition models for the double mode Cepheids
(Cox et aI., 1978).
At present, evidence favoring the resonance hypothesis consists essentially of two arguments: (1) resonance effects seem to
play an important role in other pulsators; and (2) the resonance
hypothesis is able to explain in a simple.way the observed period
ratios of the double-mode stars. This evidence is still no more
than circumstantial. On the other hand, it should be noted that
the double-mode pulsation models satisfying the resonance idea
are not ad hoc models constructed for the occasion, but are
essentially the same ones proposed by other investigators. The
resonance merely provides a theoretical bridge between the
observed period ratios and the phenomenon of double-mode
pulsation.
The real test of the present hypothesis - or of any other - will
come with nonlinear pulsation models capable of reproducing
the double-mode behavior. This is probably the most important
thrust of present theoretical work. Also helpful on the theoretical
side would be more investigation of the effects of pulsational
accelerations. on the measurement of static gravity.
With regard to the observations, Breger's recent effort to
look at individual stars in some detail seems a logical way to
proceed. Fitch (1976) has also made detailed studies of individual objects and has emphasized the importance of an extensive set of data. Eventually, the combination of detailed
observations and improved nonlinear models ought to make
possible the direct comparison of observed and calculated
pulsations through the mediation of Fourier decomposition
(Simon, 1979). Intimate knowledge of the pulsations of a few
of these objects may well be the key to unde~standing the larger
classes, and perhaps even to new ideas regarding the evolution
of stars and the galaxy as a whole.
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